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there was endless controversy and the Socialist party polemicized
vigorously enough. There were two things evident enough. The
first was that German foreign policy was in ruins; the brilliant
prospects held out by the Stresemann policy had not been
realized., the magnificent opportunity offered by the victory of The
Hague had been thrown away,, first, because Curtius was weak
and then because Bruening, despite the Lausanne success, had
nothing either of Stresemann's comprehension of the situation or
his skill in handling it. Both had let the Foreign Office, relieved
to be free of the tutelage of Germany's only statesman, manage
things as it liked and it liked to manage things after the manner
of its blundering, self-isolated, and intriguing predecessors. With
Neurath it had at last got the formal acknowledgment of its
authority by getting a professional diplomat and one of the
weakest and narrowest of the lot into the cabinet. With the Papen
regime the revolt from democracy had been successful; the
aristocracy once again had in its hands control of foreign policy.
And an unholy mess of it they had made, a mess which was to
weigh heavily on the Hitlerite regime which added to the mess
by contributing the personal blundering of its head. They had
made definite the issue Stresemann sought to keep indefinite—
equality; they had confused the disarmament with the re-
armament issue; they had begun to create that suspicion of
aggressive motives that was finally to isolate Germany in a way
that she had never been isolated before. What successes Papen
had had were filched from Bruening and they were, in any case,
negative successes, while the reversion to the policy of alliances
that Stresemann had condemned, alike by the stupidity of its con-
ception and the feebleness of its handling, had been found incap-
able of producing results. Worst of all, they had broken what
Stresemann had sought to make the foundation of policy—the
solidarity of Western democracy.
In the second place, the whole history of the presidial system
had shown that autocracy, armed with all the powers conferred
by the emergency decree, had been incapable of achieving a last-
ing success. The unemployment figures had fallen slightly, it is
true3 but the recovery of Germany had been nothing like so pro-

